
We make finding 
warehouse space

look easy.



STORAGE SPACE is difficult to find in  
today’s market, and a logistics manager’s  
day is often dominated by checking 
availability and negotiating prices.  In  
addition, logistics managers often don’t 
have a network of storage providers  
outside of their day-to-day suppliers. 

WOW Logistics has a large network of  
PARTNER WAREHOUSES in a variety of  
geographic locations. With our Managed  
Warehouse Service, we’ll find you space  
quickly and at COMPETITIVE RATES.



Solutions from 
             a team of experts 
 
Managing a supply chain is complex –  
requiring a team of experts to operate  
efficiently and with minimal risk. 

WOW Logistics Managed Warehouse Service 
gives you access to these professionals  
through a single point of contact. 
■   Warehouse legal liability
■   Engineering
■   Food safety
■   Operations and handling
■   Transportation
■   Rate negotiations



In addition to our stringent Standard  
Operating Procedures (SOP), we’ve  
developed our own food safety manual.  
Our network of storage providers are  
trained using the same safety and quality 
guidelines as our own warehouses.

FDA, FSMA, and SOPs
 
We are experts in the Food Safety Modernization 
Act (FSMA) and how it applies to outside ware-
houses and transportation carriers. 



With WOW Logistics Managed Warehouse 
Services, we’ll use our expertise in third party 
warehousing to negotiate service agreements 
and leases, as well as loss limits and insurance 
coverages. 

      Protecting      
                    what’s at risk

Accidents happen, and at some point your 
products could get lost, stolen, or damaged. 
Protection against this requires an  
understanding of:
•   Insurance coverages
•   Loss limits
•   Product loss liability 



With transportation being one of the highest  
costs in the supply chain, it’s not something that 
should be overlooked. When our team finds  
storage space for your products, we have the  
ability to do an in-depth transportation network  
analysis – giving you the power to make the  
best economic decision.

Don’t overlook
             transportation costs

When companies find themselves in an overflow  
situation, they often don’t have the tools to  
analyze the impact that a warehouse location  
has on their overall transportation costs. 
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